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introducing a so-called Anti-Dumping Bill. On April 12
this Bill was passed amid-great applause.
This action was so unexpected that it startled and roused
everyone in Japan, officials and people alike. It sharpened
acutely their resentment of the policy pursued by England,
who had added this restrictive measure to the pressure she
had got the League of Nations to put on Japan with a
majority of forty-two to one behind her.
England*s ulterior motive.
As a matter of fact, the question of denouncing the Indo-
Japanese Trade Agreement was not new at this time ; it
had first arisen when Japanese cotton goods and artificial
silks appeared on the Indian markets. Their remarkable
success, added to a fall in the exchange values of the pound
sterling and the yen, intensified the competition between
Japan and England for the Indian market. To protect her
own industries and, if possible, to drive out Japanese goods
altogether, England conceived the expedient of cancelling
the Agreement. It should, however, not be forgotten that
behind the success of Japanese goods in India lay the fact
that their presence in the market facilitated the anti-British
boycott—the punishment of heaven for British mal-
administration of India (cf. Cap. xi} section 2).
The present financial world is in the grip of a 'War in L
Peace' fought with tariff walls and rates of exchange.
The capitalist system is in a state of chaos, with symptoms
of an approaching end. Great efforts have been made to break
away, of which the Washington Conference and the London
Economic Conference are examples. It is inconceivable
that England, at a time like this, should have rushed into
irrational attempts to restrict Japan, regardless of their
inconsistencies and contradictions, unless public opinion
had been behind her.
The figures quoted below will serve further to elucidate
what has been said above. The Trade Agreement was con-
cluded in 1905 [sic], but Japan does not appear to have
figured much as a most-favoured nation. It might even be
said that the Treaty was made to protect British trade, or,
in other words, that it was a one-sided arrangement with its
advantages all for the British.

